
I. LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer for the following questions (0,8 pt) 

1. Sweden’s capital city is built on ______islands. 

A. fourteen                   B. ten             C. twenty                 D. thirteen 

2. The ______part of Stockholm is the Old Town. 

A. old                           B. oldest         C. older                   D. largest 

         3. The Royal Palace is one of Europe’s largest and most dynamic ______ 

         A.palaces                     B. palace         C. park                    D. parks 

         4. There are about ______people living in the Old Town  

         A.3000                        B. 300             C. 1300                    D. 3200 

         2.True or false? Tick X on the correct column.(0,8pt)  

Sentences         True      False 

5. Sweden’s capital city has a 700 year-old history.    

6. There aren’t any cafés, restaurants, shops and museums in the Old Town.   

7. Nobel Prizes are awarded each year.   

8. Nobel Peace Prize is awarded in Stockholm.   

         

        II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

    *  Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined 
9. A. close           B. know C. go  D. other 

10.A. never B. expensive C. evening   D. exciting 

    *  Choose the word that doesn’t  belong to the group 

11. A. easy  B. peaceful C. simple      D. clever 

12.  A. friendly  B. delicious C. awful  D. hot 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13.  Have you______ to England ? 

A. been B. seen                      C. watched            D. eaten 

14.  He _____drunk wine. 

           A.  don't B. didn't  C. hasn't D. haven't 

15.  He is the _______famous singer in the town. 

           A.  much  B. many C. more D. most 

16.  He has never _______karaoke. 

A. sing B. sang C. sung                     D. singing 

17.  Tung ______London twice. 

A. visit B. has visited C. have visited  D. visiting 

18. The city is ______ and busy. 

A. expensive  B. noisy  C. quiet  D. cold 

19.  Watching TV is the most ______activity. 

A. exciting   B. excitinger  C. excite  D. exciting 

20. He ______spaghetti. 

A. didn't have eaten   B. has eaten not  C. hasn't eat  D. hasn't eaten  

21.  You need______to go skiing. 

A. balls  B. skis               C. skateboard    D. rackets 

     22. ______drink wine when you drive. 

A. Not         B. Do               C. Don't                     D. Didn't 

2.Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 

23. Mary have met her old friends in England since 2020. 

                      A                     B                  C             D 

24. He is the more intelligent student in my class 

          A          B                          C               D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pt)  

             Football is perhaps _______ (25) popular game in the world. A football match often _________ 

(26) about ninety minutes. There are two teams play against each other. Each team has eleven members. 

The players kick the ball ___________ (27) goals. There is a goalkeeper to keep the goal safe. The goal-

keeper is allowed to touch the ball _________ (28) hand, while others are not. The team, which scores 

more goals, is declared the winner. The referee is there to make sure that the game is fair. It’s interesting 

to watch a football match. 

25. A. the most          B. most                 C. more               D. the more  

26. A. last                  B. lasts                  C. lasted              D. will last 

27. A. scoring           B. scored               C. to score           D. score 

28. A. by                   B. in                      C. to                     D. for 
2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pt) 

           Hi, my name is David and my favorite activity is watching television. I often watch cartoon on 

Disney channel. My grandmother and mother enjoy watching craft programs. My daddy and brother love 

watching football matches on the sport channel. I usually spend about 2 hours a day watching TV. In the 

evening, all the family gather and watch the news and weather forecast. Today, the weatherman 

announces that it will rain tomorrow. I think you should bring along a raincoat before going out. 

29. What is David’s hobby? 

A. dancing tango          B. playing football             C. watching television               D. doing homework 

30. What does he often watch on Disney channel? 

A. news                       B. cartoon                           C. craft                                       D. sports 

31. Who love watching football matches? 

A. His brother            B. His father                       C. His mother                             D. Both A&B 

32. How many hours a day does David spend watching TV? 

A. one                        B. two                                   C. three                                      D. four 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the  sentence to have similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. 

( 0,8pt) 

33. This house is more modern than other houses in my city.  ( most ) 

=> This ……………………………………………………………….. 

34. I have never watched this film so I don’t know its plot. ( because ) 

=> Because ………………………………………………………… 

35. Lan started to live in Ha Noi ten years ago.  ( for ) 

=> Lan ……………………………………………………………… 

36. You mustn’t be late for the meeting. ( Don’t) 

=> Don’t ……………………………………………………… 

           2.  Write the sentences with the cue words. (0,8pt) 

37. I/ have / work/ in the bank/ ten years 

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

38. My sister/ buy/ a new car/ yesterday.  

=>…………………………………………………………………………… 

39. When / they/ meet/ their friends/ the train station/ last night?  

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

40. This /most comfortable/ hotel/ in his city. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 



LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer. (0,8 pt) 

1.Sweden’s capital city is built on ________islands. 

A.twenty               B. thirteen                 C.fourteen                    D. ten 

     2. The _____ part of Stockholm is the Old Town. 

     A. older                B. largest                    C. old                          D. oldest 

     3. The Royal Palace is one of Europe’s largest and most dynamic _____ 

     A. park                 B. parks                      C. palaces                   D. palace  

     4. There are about _______ people living in the Old Town. 

     A. 1300                B. 3200                       C. 3000                      D. 300  

   2.True or false? Tick X on the correct column.  (0,8pt) 

Sentences True    False 

5. Sweden’s capital city has a 600 year-old history.    

6. There aren’t any cafés, restaurants, shops and museums in the Old Town.   

7. Nobel Prizes are awarded each year.   

8. Nobel Peace Prize is awarded in Stockholm.   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

  *  Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined 

      9. A. ear B. bear C. idea D. clear 

      10. A. clothes B. snow C. old D. come 

*  Choose the word that doesn’t  belong to the group 

11.  A. kind                B. delicious                 C. friendly                   D. humorous  

12.  A. been                  B. wrote                      C. seen                         D. gone 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13. We ..........French for ten years, but we still have a lot to learn. 

      A. has learnt   B. have learnt  C. have learn   D. learnt 

14. Volleyball is………… sport in China. 

     A. the most popular  B. the more popular   C. the popularest  D. most popular  

15.Choose the correct opposite adjective of the underlined word in the following sentence. 

              “Da Lat is a wonderful city.” 

    A. good    B. incredible     C. terrible   D. nice  

16. The last time she...............to Viet Nam was in 2010. 

    A. was    B. visited  C. went   D. has gone 

17.  Do you know  ……………Nobel Prizes are awarded every year? 

    A. which                          B. how             C. who       D. when 

18.  You can go to the police station …....ask them for any information you need. 

    A. but     B. and   C. or     D. because 

19. We like watching............because I want to know how to make clothes. 

   A. cartoon   B. fashion programme  C. music programme              D. film 

20. My teacher..... some coffee when I .....at school last night. 

   A. gave - was  B. gives - is             C. give - was          D. gave - were 

21. .......... .Some students are crossing the road. 

  A. Be careful                         B. Have                        C. Forget                 D. Don’t be careful 

22. “Did you see a lot of books in the bookstore, John?” 

   A. Yes, I see               B. I did              C. Yes, I did.           D. I saw a lot of books in the bookstore 

2.  Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 

23. She have never been to Korea with her family.     

               A                 B                     C        D 

24. They have bought an air-conditioner  for their children yesterday. 

           A                         B              C             D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pt)  

             Sydney _________ (25) one of the world's greatest cities. It is the cultural and financial heart of 

Australia. It is ___________ (26) for Sydney Opera House. It is located on Bennelong Point 

___________ (27) Sydney Harbor. The opera house was completed in 1973 after 16 years of 

construction. A Danish architect named Jørn Utzon ____________ (28) the landmark. It was a very 

expensive to create the building. The top of the opera house looks like sails from a boat or large shells. 

25. A. am                     B. is                        C. are                     D. be 

26. A. well-known      B. good-known      C. well-know         D. good-know 

27. A. on                     B. at                        C. in                       D. of 

28. A. design              B. designing            C. designed           D. designs 

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pt) 

           This is Alex. He is twenty years old. He is a weight-lifter. He is tall and strong. He spends 2 hours 

practicing weight-lifting every day. Weightlifting is a hard and dangerous sports to play. Sometimes, 

Alex hurts himself while doing the sport. But he never gives up. He wants to be a champion in the 

future. All the family members are proud of him. He will take part in a sport competition next week. 

Would you want to come along and watch the match? 

29. How old is Alex? 

A. 12                    B. 20                        C. 22                        D. 21 

30. What is his job? 

A. boxer              B. footballer             C. weight-lifter         D. student 

31. How often does he practice weight-lifting? 

A. 2 days a week          B. 2 hours a day               C. 2 minutes               D. 2 months 

32. Are family members proud of him? 

A. Yes, they is              B. No, they aren’t             C. Yes, they are          D. No, they isn’t 

 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words 

given. ( 0,8pt) 

33. This city is more modern than other cities in my country.  ( most ) 

=> This ……………………………………………………………….. 

34. I have never met this boy so I  don’t know his name. ( because ) 

=> Because ………………………………………………………… 

35. Tony started to live in Beijing two years ago.  ( for ) 

=> Tony ……………………………………………………………… 

36. You mustn’t be late for the class. ( Don’t) 

=> Don’t ……………………………………………………… 

2.  Write the sentences with the cue words.(0,8pt) 
37. Her mother/ buy/ a new computer/ yesterday.  

=>…………………………………………………………………………… 

38. When / he/ meet/ his friends/ the bus stop/ last night?  

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

39. This /most expensive/ restaurant/ in my city. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40. You/ shouldn’t/ watch / too / TV/  because/ it / good/ your health. 

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 



I. LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer for the following questions (0,8 pt) 

1. Sweden’s capital city is built on ______islands. 

A. fourteen                   B. ten             C. twenty                 D. thirteen 

2. The ______part of Stockholm is the Old Town. 

A. old                           B. oldest         C. older                   D. largest 

         3. The Royal Palace is one of Europe’s largest and most dynamic ______ 

         A.palaces                     B. palace         C. park                    D. parks 

         4. There are about ______people living in the Old Town  

         A.3000                        B. 300             C. 1300                    D. 3200 

         2.True or false? Tick X on the correct column.(0,8pt)  

Sentences         True      False 

5. Sweden’s capital city has a 700 year-old history.    

6. There aren’t any cafés, restaurants, shops and museums in the Old Town.   

7. Nobel Prizes are awarded each year.   

8. Nobel Peace Prize is awarded in Stockholm.   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

    *  Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined 

           9. A. thing B. although C. birthday  D. thin  

           10. A. kite B. nine C. drive D. boring  

     *  Choose the word that doesn’t  belong to the group 

      11. A. volume              B. TV screen             C. viewer      D.remote control 

      12. A. but                     B. so             C. and            D. what 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

13. Have you______ to England ? 

A. watched B. seen                      C. been              D. eaten 

14.  He _____drunk wine. 

           A.  didn’t B. don’t  C. haven’t D. hasn't 

15.  He is the _______famous singer in the town. 

           A.  many  B. much C. most D. more 

16.  He has never _______karaoke. 

A. sang B. sing C. sung                     D. singing 

17.  Tung ______London twice. 

A.visiting B. have visited C. has visited  D. visit 

18. The city is ______ and busy. 

A. expensive  B. quiet  C. noisy  D. cold 

19.  Watching TV is the most ______activity. 

A. exciting   B. excitinger  C. excite  D. exciting 

20. He ______spaghetti. 

A. didn't have eaten   B. has eaten not           C. hasn't eat  D. hasn't eaten  

21.  You need______to go skiing. 

A. balls  B. skis               C. skateboard    D. rackets 

     22. ______drink wine when you drive. 

A. Not         B. Don’t   C. Do                          D. Didn't 

2.Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 

      23. I started to learn English for ten years ago. 

                 A       B           C     D 

     24. We are not very hungry but we don’t want to eat anything. 

            A       B              C             D 
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IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pt)  

             Football is perhaps _______ (25) popular game in the world. A football match often _________ 

(26) about ninety minutes. There are two teams play against each other. Each team has eleven members. 

The players kick the ball ___________ (27) goals. There is a goalkeeper to keep the goal safe. The goal-

keeper is allowed to touch the ball _________ (28) hand, while others are not. The team, which scores 

more goals, is declared the winner. The referee is there to make sure that the game is fair. It’s interesting 

to watch a football match. 

25. A. the most          B. most                 C. more               D. the more  

26. A. last                  B. lasts                  C. lasted              D. will last 

27. A. scoring           B. scored               C. to score           D. score 

28. A. by                   B. in                      C. to                     D. for 
 

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pt) 

           Hi, my name is David and my favorite activity is watching television. I often watch cartoon on 

Disney channel. My grandmother and mother enjoy watching craft programs. My daddy and brother love 

watching football matches on the sport channel. I usually spend about 2 hours a day watching TV. In the 

evening, all the family gather and watch the news and weather forecast. Today, the weatherman 

announces that it will rain tomorrow. I think you should bring along a raincoat before going out. 

29. What is David’s hobby? 

A. dancing tango          B. playing football             C. watching television               D. doing homework 

30. What does he often watch on Disney channel? 

A. news                       B. cartoon                           C. craft                                       D. sports 

31. Who love watching football matches? 

A. His brother            B. His father                       C. His mother                             D. Both A&B 

32. How many hours a day does David spend watching TV? 

A. one                      B. two                                   C. three                                      D. four 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the  sentence to have similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words given. 

( 0,8pt) 

33. This house is more modern than other houses in my city.  ( most ) 

=> This ……………………………………………………………….. 

34. I have never watched this film so I don’t know its plot. ( because ) 

=> Because ………………………………………………………… 

35. Lan started to live in Ha Noi ten years ago.  ( for ) 

=> Lan ……………………………………………………………… 

36. You mustn’t be late for the meeting. ( Don’t) 

=> Don’t ……………………………………………………… 

           2.  Write the sentences with the cue words. (0,8pt) 

37. I/ have / work/ in the bank/ ten years 

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

38. My sister/ buy/ a new car/ yesterday.  

=>…………………………………………………………………………… 

39. When / they/ meet/ their friends/ the train station/ last night?  

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

40. This /most comfortable/ hotel/ in his city. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 



LISTENING: ( 1,6pts) 

1. Listen and choose the best answer. (0,8 pt) 

1.Sweden’s capital city is built on ________islands. 

A.twenty               B. thirteen                 C.fourteen                    D. ten 

     2. The _____ part of Stockholm is the Old Town. 

     A. older                B. largest                    C. old                          D. oldest 

     3. The Royal Palace is one of Europe’s largest and most dynamic _____ 

     A. park                 B. parks                      C. palaces                   D. palace  

     4. There are about _______ people living in the Old Town. 

     A. 1300                B. 3200                       C. 3000                      D. 300  

   2.True or false? Tick X on the correct column.  (0,8pt) 

Sentences True False 

5. Sweden’s capital city has a 600 year-old history.    

6. There aren’t any cafés, restaurants, shops and museums in the Old Town.   

7. Nobel Prizes are awarded each year.   

8. Nobel Peace Prize is awarded in Stockholm.   

II. PHONETICS:  (0,8pt) 

  1. Choose the word having underlined part pronounced differently from the others (0.4 pt) 

      9. A. thing B. them C. think  D. thin  

      10. A. kite B. nine C. drive D. interesting 

2. Choose the word that has the stress differently from the others( 0.4pt) 

11.   A. when              B. why                           C. where                     D. often 

12.  A. sports               B. watching                   C. reading                   D. drawing 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2,4pts) 

1. Choose the best answers (2pts) 

     13. Football is………… sport in the world. 

          A. the more popular B. the most popular   C. the popularest D. most popular 

     14.Choose the correct opposite adjective of the underlined word in the following sentence. 

                     “Sydney is a fantastic city.” 

 A.good    B.incredible     C.nice    D. terrible 

     15. The last time she...............to Da Nang was in 2012. 

 A.was    B. visited  C. went   D.has gone 

    16.  Do you know……………sports are played in the Olympic Games? 

 A. which             B. how             C. who       D. when 

    17.  You can go to the tourist office …....ask them for any information you need. 

    A. but     B. and   C. or     D. because 

    18. “Did you buy a lot of souvenirs in Ha Noi, Nga?” 

 A. Yes, I bought   B. I did              C. Yes, I did.           D. I bought a a lot of souvenirs in Ha 

Noi 

    19. We ..........English for ten years, but we still have a lot to learn. 

 A. has learnt   B. have learn  C. have learnt   D. learnt 

    20. We like watching............because I want to know what are happening in Viet Nam and in the world. 

 A. cartoon   B. news programme C. music programme   D. film 

    21. My friends..... some tea when I .....at school yesterday. 

 A. give - am   B. gives - is  C. gave - was          D. gave - were 

    22. .........for me. I’m not coming tonight. 

 A. Wait                         B. Have            C. Forget                          D. Don’t wait 

       2.  Find the mistakes: (0,4pt) 
    23. Ho Chi Minh City is the more  crowded city in Viet Nam.  

         A           B             C      D 
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    24. I and my brother visited New York with my family twice.  

         A                               B                 C       D 

IV. READING:( 1,6pts)  

1. Circle the letter next to the word that best fits each space. (0,8pt)  

             Sydney _________ (25) one of the world's greatest cities. It is the cultural and financial heart of 

Australia. It is ___________ (26) for Sydney Opera House. It is located on Bennelong Point 

___________ (27) Sydney Harbor. The opera house was completed in 1973 after 16 years of 

construction. A Danish architect named Jørn Utzon ____________ (28) the landmark. It was a very 

expensive to create the building. The top of the opera house looks like sails from a boat or large shells. 

25. A. am                     B. is                        C. are                     D. be 

26. A. well-known      B. good-known      C. well-know         D. good-know 

27. A. on                     B. at                        C. in                       D. of 

28. A. design              B. designing            C. designed           D. designs 

2. Read the passage and choose the best answer( 0,8pt) 

           This is Alex. He is twenty years old. He is a weight-lifter. He is tall and strong. He spends 2 hours 

practicing weight-lifting every day. Weightlifting is a hard and dangerous sports to play. Sometimes, 

Alex hurts himself while doing the sport. But he never gives up. He wants to be a champion in the 

future. All the family members are proud of him. He will take part in a sport competition next week. 

Would you want to come along and watch the match? 

29. How old is Alex? 

A. 12                    B. 20                        C. 22                        D. 21 

30. What is his job? 

A. boxer              B. footballer             C. weight-lifter         D. student 

31. How often does he practice weight-lifting? 

A. 2 days a week          B. 2 hours a day              C. 2 minutes               D. 2 months 

32. Are family members proud of him? 

A. Yes, they is           B. No, they aren’t             C. Yes, they are          D. No, they isn’t 

 

V. WRITING: (1,6pts) 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentences. Use the words 

given. ( 0,8pt) 

33. This city is more modern than other cities in my country.  ( most ) 

=> This ……………………………………………………………….. 

34. I have never met this boy so I  don’t know his name. ( because ) 

=> Because ………………………………………………………… 

35. Tony started to live in Beijing two years ago.  ( for ) 

=> Tony ……………………………………………………………… 

36. You mustn’t be late for the class. ( Don’t) 

=> Don’t ……………………………………………………… 

2.  Write the sentences with the cue words.(0,8pt) 
37. Her mother/ buy/ a new computer/ yesterday.  

=>…………………………………………………………………………… 

38. When / he/ meet/ his friends/ the bus stop/ last night?  

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

39. This /most expensive/ restaurant/ in my city. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40. You/ shouldn’t/ watch / too / TV/  because/ it / good/ your health. 

=> …………………………………………………………………………… 

 



ANSWER KEY ( No 001) 

 

1- C 2- B 3- A 4- A 5- T 6- F 7- T 8- F 

9- D 10- A 11- B 12- A 13- A 14- C 15- D 16- C 

17- B 18- B 19- A 20- D 21- B 22- C 23- A 24- B 

25- A 26- B 27- C 28- A 29-C 30- B 31- D 32- B 

 

33. This is the most modern house in my city. 

34. Because I have never watched this film, I don’t know its plot. 

35. Lan has lived in Ha Noi for ten years. 

36. Don’t be late for the meeting. 

37. I have worked in the park for ten years. 

38. My sister bought a new car yesterday. 

39. When did they meet their friends at the train station last night? 

40. This is the most comfortable hotel in his city. 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY ( No 002) 

 

1- C 2- D 3- C 4- C 5- F 6- F 7- T 8- F 

9- B 10- D 11- B 12- B 13- B 14- A 15- C 16- C 

17- A 18- B 19- B 20- A 21- A 22- C 23- A 24- A 

25- B 26- A 27- C 28- C 29- B 30- C 31- B 32- C 

 

33. This is the most modern than other cities in my country. 

34. Because I have never met this boy, I don’t know his name. 

35. Tony has lived in Beijing for two years. 

36. Don’t be late for the class ? 

37. Her mother bought a new computer yesterday. 

38. When did he meet his friends at the bus stop last night? 

39. This is the most expensive restaurant in my city. 

40. You shouldn’t watch too much TV becausee it is not good for your health. 

 

 

 

TAPE TRANSCRIPT 

Tapecripts for Listening:  

    Sweden’s capital city is built on 14 islands and has a 700 years-old history. 

The oldest part of Stockholm is the Old Town. Here you can visit the Royal Palace, one of 

Europe’s largest and most dynamic palaces. 

There are about 3.000 people living in the Old Town today and It’s a place with cafés, 

restaurants, shops and museums, including the Nobel Museum. 

Stockholm is also the city where Nobel Prizes, except for the Nobel Peace Prize, are awarded 

each year. On the 10 December, the day when Alfred Nobel died, the Nobel Prize winners receive 

their awards from the Swedish King – a Nobel diploma, a medal, and 10 million Swedish crowns 

per prize.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY ( No 003) 

 

1- A 2- B 3- A 4- A 5- T 6- F 7- T 8- F 

9- B 10- D 11- C 12- D 13- C 14- D 15- C 16- C 

17- C 18- C 19- A 20- D 21- B 22- B 23- A 24- C 

25- A 26- B 27- C 28- A 29- C 30- B 31- D 32- B 

 

33. This is the most modern house in my city. 

34. Because I have never watched this film, I don’t know its plot. 

35. Lan has lived in Ha Noi for ten years. 

36. Don’t be late for the meeting. 

37. I have worked in the park for ten years. 

38. My sister bought a new car yesterday. 

39. When did they meet their friends at the train station last night? 

40. This is the most comfortable hotel in his city. 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY (No 004) 

 

1- C 2- D 3- C 4- C 5-F 6- T 7- T 8- F 

9- B 10- D 11- D 12- A 13- B 14- D 15- C 16- A 

17- B 18- C 19- C 20- B 21- C 22- D 23- B 24- B 

25- B 26- A 27- C 28- C 29- B 30- C 31- B 32- C 

 

33. This is the most modern than other cities in my country. 

34. Because I have never met this boy, I don’t know his name. 

35. Tony has lived in Beijing for two years. 

36. Don’t be late for the class ? 

37. Her mother bought a new computer yesterday. 

38. When did he meet his friends at the bus stop last night? 

39. This is the most expensive restaurant in my city. 

40. You shouldn’t watch too much TV becausee it is not good for your health. 

 

 

 

Tapecripts for Listening:  

                 Sweden’s capital city is built on 14 islands and has a 700 years-old history. 

The oldest part of Stockholm is the Old Town. Here you can visit the Royal Palace, one of 

Europe’s largest and most dynamic palaces. 

There are about 3.000 people living in the Old Town today and It’s a place with cafés, 

restaurants, shops and museums, including the Nobel Museum. 

Stockholm is also the city where Nobel Prizes, except for the Nobel Peace Prize, are awarded 

each year. On the 10 December, the day when Alfred Nobel died, the Nobel Prize winners receive 

their awards from the Swedish King – a Nobel diploma, a medal, and 10 million Swedish crowns 

per prize.  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

PHUCLOI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

     SCHOOL –YEAR : 2020 -2021 

 

 

MATRIX FOR THE 2ND  MID TERM TEST 

CLASS: 6 

SCHOOL YEAR: 2020 -2021 

Time : 45minutes 

I. AIM: 

- To test the language SS have studied and the skills they have practiced from unit 7 to unit 9: reading, 

writing, listening. 

- To test students’ knowledge from unit 7 to unit 9 

II. CONTENTS:    

-Tenses have been learned 

- Vocabulary about television, sports and games, cities of the world.  

- Wh-questions, conjunctions, the past simple tense, Imperatives, the present perfect tense, superlatives of 

long adjectives. 

 

 

Content topic 
Thinking level Total 

of 

marks 
Recall/recognition Comprehension// 

understanding 
Application 

TN TL TN TL TN TL 
Listening  

-Choose the best answer 

- Tick T/F 

4 

     0,8 p 
 4 

   0,8 p 
                 8            

1,6p 

 Pronunciation 

-Choose the word having 

underlined part pronounced 

differently from the others  

-Choose the word that has the 

stress differently from the others 

 

2     

 0,4 p 
 2 

   0,4 p 
   4         

0,8p 

Vocabulary and Grammar 

- Choose the right answer 

-  Find mistakes and correct 

3 

      0,6p      
 3 

0,6p 
 

 

 

 

6 

  1,2p 
 12 

            

2,4p 

Writing 

1. Complete the second sentence 

so that it has similar meaning to 

the first sentences. 2. Write the 

sentences with the cue words 

 

 

 

  

 

    

2 

   0,6p 
 

 

  

6 

 1,2p 
8 

  1,6p  

Reading 

1.Choose the word to fill the text 

2. Choose the best answer 

 

4 

       0,8p 
 4 

 

    0,8p 

   8   

 

 1,6p 

Total number of questions 13  13 2 6 5 40     

       

Total of marks 2,6p  2,6p 0,4p 1,2p 1,2p 8p 

      BGH                                  Tổ ( Nhóm) CM                                      GV ra đề                                 
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